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20 and 3D modelling of building form subjected 
to ember attack 
Sam Honey 1, John Rollo 1, Steve Atkinson2 
1School of Architecture and Building, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia 
2School of Biological and Chemical Sciences, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia 
ABSTRACT: This paper furthers the research of Rollo, Luther and Atkinson 1999, and Rollo, Honey, 
Atkinson and Luther 2003, regarding the way in which building shape appears to contribute to the 
collection of fire-brand debris subject to ember attack. The paper will present a range of 2D fluid-
mapping and 3D wind tunnel studies (Melaragno 1982) which have been correlated with the 
transportation characteristics of an ember laden air-field (Cheney and Sullivan 1997). Working with a 
range of generic building types the paper also introduces simple spatial modelling techniques which 
are being developed to illustrate the relationship between ember capture and changes in wind speed 
and air pressure. 
Conference theme: Architecture and the environment 
Keywords: ember attack, bushfire, wind speed, air pressure 
INTRODUCTION 
The knowledge base of building performance and wind 
(Building Research Station, 1970, Houghton and 
Carruthers, 1976, Melaragno 1982 etal) is extensive -
likewise are the measures for protecting houses against 
bushfire, which have been progressively developed over 
the past thirty years (Anon 1984, Dawkins,1993, Cheney 
and Sullivan 1997 etal). However, while the danger to 
building stock from airborne debris carried well in 
advance of a main fire front is well documented, few 
studies appear to combine the transportation 
characteristics of fire brands with the wind flow 
characteristics of various building types in order to model 
and assess their behaviour when subjected to ember 
attack. 
placement on a horizontal ground plane - M1 G, M1 E, 
M2G and M2E (Fig 1 b)- the investigation assessed the 
response of the shape when positioned within a range of 
scaled wind speeds. 
The award winning research of Rollo, Luther, Atkinson, 
1999, and Rollo and Honey, 2003, correlated the 
relationship between wind speed and building form with 
the transportation characteristics of various sizes of fire 
brand material developed by Cheney and Sullivan 1997. 
Given the variables of wind direction, wind speed, and 
topography, their research assessed the behaviour of a 
single storey mono-pitch building type on an 
unobstructed horizontal ground plane subjected to a 
scaled 7m vertical wind profile ranging between 28-35 
km/h. 
While the work compared the results of two different 
testing procedures, fluid mapping and wind tunnel 
studies -both of which established a close correlation 
and therefore provided valuable visual as well as 
measurable data -the investigations were limited to 2-
Dimensions. The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on 
the findings of this earlier research and to introduce the 
spatial modelling and testing undertaken by Honey 2003. 
1. MONOPITCH 20 
With the application of both fluid mapping and wind 
tunnel testing the investigation assessed the cross-
section characteristics of a 1 :40 scaled model of a single 
building form with a Mono-pitch roof (refer to 
nsions in Fig 1 a). Restricting the analysis to four 
. ns of the form in relation to its orientation and 
12.5cm r (1:40" 5m) 
Plan 
(NB Plan is only applicable 
to 
Wind Tunnel tests) 
25cm (1 :40:= 10m) 
6.25 em f-
(1:40" 2.5m) "- 110cm (1:40'" 4 m) 
Section 
Figure 1 a: Overall Dimensions of the single story 
building structure with mono-pitch roof used in both the 
fluid mapping and wind tunnel tests. 
<::J Willd t 1 ~G·r·ou·n·d· 
M1G ........ -41 ____ .......... - ....... --~~:.::.::...... 
No exposed under floor space, apex oriented windward: 
M1E -~-, , --_. <I~-
Exposed under floor space. apex oriented windward: 
r j 
M2G --41 ____ ... --------
No exposed under floor space, apex oriented leeward: 
M2E -~--r 1---· <I--
Exposed Linder floor space, apex oriented leeward: 
Figure 1 b: Four permutations of the model in relation to 
its orientation and placement on a horizontal ground 
plane 
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3. FLUID MAPPING TESTS 
Tests were first conducted on the fluid mapping 
(1 m x 0.78m) with the use of a series of black nAr'" ... ,.v 
models constructed at a scale of 1 :40. Although this 
method only provided a two dimensional representation 
and could only offer a maximum scaled wind speed of 
2km/h, it nonetheless facilitated a quick appraisal of each 
of the scenarios under investigation and provided an 
informed sense of direction for proceeding with the Wind 
Tunnel tests. Figures 2.1-2.4 indicate the manipulation of 
the wind field in response to the four permutations of the 
mono-pitch cross-section. 
In M1 G, with the building resting on the ground and the 
apex oriented windward, the first area to register a drop 
in wind speed takes in the bottom third of the windward 
wall. As the wind is compressed and pitched up over the 
apex, the dye trace clearly indicates a marked drop in 
velocity on the leeward side of the building. Significant 
wind speeds seem to be deflected high over the 
structure and immediately left of the apex there appears 
to be a large fall in pressure over the full slope of the 
roof. This is enhanced towards the rear of the structure 
where no dye was recorded on the back wall for 5+ 
meters along the ground plane. 
With the slope of the roof oriented windward, the fall in 
velocity in M2G is less dramatic than in M1 G. While the 
drop in pressure appears to be reduced at the front of 
the building, the shadow occurring on the leeward side is 
significantly enhanced. 
When both structures are raised off the ground by 0.6m 
(AS 3959 1999) creating an exposed underfloor space, 
the aerodynamics of the buildings is significantly altered. 
In both scenarios, M1 E and M2E, the wind field 
separates. While most of the wind is deflected over the 
structures, some of the wind dips down and is carried 
through to the leeward side. Although there appears to 
be a slight increase in compression of the profile moving 
over the roof, given the added height, the main 
difference is an increase in velocity at the base of both 
the front and rear of the two buildings. 
4. CORRELATING WIND TUNNEL TESTS WITH 
TRANSPORATION FALL OUT 
CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRE BRAND MATERIAL 
The advantage of the wind tunnel is the ability to 
generate significantly higher velocities than can be 
achieved with fluid mapping. For these series of tests 
models were constructed out of solid wooden blocks at a 
scale of 1 :40 (Fig 3.1 and 3.2) and were positioned 
perpendicular to the wind field with an uninterrupted 
velocity of 35km/h. Two horizontal dimension lines were 
adhered to the ground plane with markings spaced at 1 m 
2m, 4m, 8m, and 12m on the windward side of the model 
and 1 m, 2m, 4m and 8m on the leeward side. A 'Testa 
452' wind speed indicator on a telescopic arm was 
inserted into the wind field and measurements recorded 
at each of the horizontal spacings at 0.5m, 1.8m, 4m and 
7m above the ground plane. 
With each of the four scenarios - M1 G, M1 E, M2G and 
M2E - a grid comprising 30 separate wind speed 
measurements were recorded and correlated against the 
windfield transportation characteristics for ash, ember 
and firebrands compiled by Cheney and Sullivan, 1997, 
(See Figure 4). 
The results of the correlation of the two separate sets of 
data are illustrated in the Ash & Ember Transportation & 
Fallout Section Profiles figures 6.1-6.4 
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0-4 Rate of fire spread is equivalent to backing rate of spread, 
(ie without the aid of wind) 
5-10 Threshold wind speed (the wind speed at which a fire 
moves continuously forward as a heading fire) 
Figures 3.1 & 3.2: Block Models in the Wind Tunnel with 
leeward and windward dimension lines and a Testa 452' 
wind speed indicator 
10+ 
20-25+ 
Fine ash particles become transported withi n the wi nd field 
Fire brands and embers are blown along the ground and 
start to become transported within the wind field (ie any 
burning material originating from one fire which can start 
another, eg: commonly bark, but also leaves, seed heads 
and sparks etc) 
LEGEND Changes in Wind field effecting lransportation characteristics of airborne fire debris 
(]]) WfrH.1neld 2l)·25knvh Emlwr '[ f3I1sporlclilonj'~~!!QLH t!lr~$:ili)!!.1 
c:> Wlnd%l(j drops below 1.0hm:lr Firebrand & emoor ma(~rirl! is hkel~ ~o fa!l 01:\ of \h£ \'IIm.a EJ;'.lrl 
c:> vVindfieltidwps DBlow IOkm.h. Ash maletial:s iikelyle IFlIl out oflhe ..... irl!i flf.!<J 
!t:jfH1!'~: Arci;l!> whf.:lre I;'mb8r i~pd fire bwr.d m,llena! :s Uk,-,Iy to fall 
37 Average wind speed recorded at Essendon Airport, 
Melbourne, on Ash Wednesday, 16 February 1983, Gusts 
ranged between 18km/h and 81 km/h(NB While hot strong 
northerly winds increased to average mean speeds of 45-
50 km/h throughout the day, a frontal change reaching 
Ceduna at 1230hrs, Adelaide at 1445 hrs and Melbourne 
at 2030 hrs brought wind speeds in excess of 70km/h with 
gusts up to 110 km/h) 
+ ...... Ha3W fa!!oul anu deDO!iil~o:1 of ember debris 
.... f'· vVind-speGd;> 20 kmtn p[js~ib!£: re·!r3r~spor:3iiol1 of emb8f ma!mial 
Figure 5: Wind field transportation characteristics for ash 
& firebrands debris, Cheney and Sullivan, 1997 
... Wind Direction 
Figure 6.1 
30 3!3. 5 I 7m 
V,!!no Speed In Km!"'" 
~ 1.001 
-I ---l---.-.-l--.. --.-~+---l----j ... -----1 
<Jm 2m 1m Om CL Om 1m 2m 401 8m 12m 
MiG - cross-section of building form with monopitch roof, no exposed underfloor space 
As the wind profile moves over the building three areas of low pressure develop: 1) The base of the structure on 
the vVlndward Side - with a drop in wind speed from 28km/h at 12 meters In front of the building, to 9-10krn/h at 
the face of th e structure; 2) Tile leeward slope of th e roof behind the apex, Skm/h down to 4km/h; 3) The rear 
wall and base of the structure on the leeward side, 8-1 Okm/h. 
These conditions appear to facilitate the collection of flre·brand and ember debris: 1 i on the ground and at the 
base of th e building on both the windward and leeward sides; 2) on the leeward slope of th e roof. wh ere it 
appears to slide back off the roof Into the gutters and down the face of the leeward wall. 
'I1f4II Wind Direction 
Figure 6,2 
~J. -"-l"701 
\,',IlIKi Sp<"~t-~d il~ grniHr 
M 1 G - cross-section of building form witll monopitch roof, no exposed undeliloor space 
As the wind profile moves over the building tvvo regions of concern arise: 1) The base of th e structure on th e 
windward side, with a drop in velodty from 30km/h at 121n in front of the building, to Skm/h at the face of the 
structure; 2) Behind the apex of the roof, the pressure drops from 32km/h to 14 and 9km/h and then falls away 
rapidly to 2km/h at the base of the leeward wall. 
Similar to M1 G These conditions appear to facilitate the collection of flre·brand and ember debris on the groun d 
and at tile base of th e building on both the windward and leeward sides with significant deposits being forced 
back onto the rear leeward wall as th e airflow over the apex of the mono-pitch becomes turbulent. Any open 
clerestory windows or vents at this level 11\111 permit the entlY of ash and firebrand material into the house and roof 
space frort1 the leeward side 
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Figure 6.3 ... Wind Direction 
~ 7m 
32" 4.Gm 
28 ~- 2.01111 
·30 .. ~+- + 0..1 In 
----------------~~--~------~~------~--~_4------~----~·GFrOUNDlEVEl------
M 1 E • cross··section of building form with monopitch roof & 
elevated 0.6m above ground level 
VVith the apex of the mono-pitch oriented Windward and an exposed underfloor space of 0.6m, tile wind profile is 
significantly altered as the structure begins to adopt the characteristics of an aerofoil. Three low pressure zones 
once again arise: 1) The first occurs on the windward side. within i-2m off the face of the building. This appears 
to generate a high pressure zone at ground level near the base of the structure as the wind passes beneath the 
building to leeward; 2) As with MiG, the second drop in pressure occurs on the slop", of the roof, f ailing from 
2BkmJh down to 6km/h; 3) The third region takes place on the leeward side of the building. However, while the 
velocity drops from 10 to 7km/h near the face of the rear wall, it also rises steeply to 26km/h between the base of 
the structure and ground level. This creates a high pressure band extending 2m out from the bottom leeward 
edge of the building generated by the accelerated air flow passing beneath the house. 
Altering the wind field to generate a high pressure zone beneath the building appears to shift the windward and 
leeward ember' collection points away from the base of I he building structure While the roof w ill facilitate a 
primary collection point. it would appear that a significant proportion of the ember debris striking and falling out 
down the face of the leeward wall would be re-transported 3-4m away from the rear of the structure. On the other 
hand. orienting the apex of the roof windward presents the larger of the two vertical faces to the wind-field. This 
appears to impact significantly on the approaching wind velocities. Hence critical fallout points would begin at 
12m to the front of the building an,d rise to 3-4m above ground level within 8m of the structure. This may promote 
significant capture of ember material before the structure which could affect sub floor air velocities. 
Figure 6.4 
·-1·,· .. 
M'2E-=- - cross-section of building form with monopltch roof & 
elevated O.6m above ground level 
27 
III Wind Direotion 
\,yind Speed in I<:m,'l-ir 
·20.5. 
30.5 
Orientating the mono·pitch windward eliminates the three primary ember collection points. The high wind 
velocities recorded passing beneath the structure are still maintained, and presenting the shorter of the two 
vertical faces to th e front improves the overall aerodynamics of the structure by minimising the impact on the 
transportation characteristics of the advancing wind field. The critical fallout points begin to arise at Bm in front of 
the building and only reach a height of 2.5m at 4m from the structure. This reduces the level of ember capture 
before tile building and increases the likelihood of maintaining high sub-floor wind velocities for throwing ember 
fallout away from the leeward base of the structure. 
5. MONOPITCH 3D through five points of plan orientation, 0, 39, 45, 90, 180, 
with 0 being perpendicular to the airflow. Each model is 
described within a 3D lattice comprising 132 points 
surrounding the structure (as distinct from the 18-30 
utilised in the 2 dimensional analyses). These rang from 
11 m before and 7 meters behind the structure and from 
0.8m-l.0m above ground level. The results map a three-
dimensional representation of the critical wind speed 
thresholds, presented by Cheney and Sullivan (1997), 
within Archicad, version 7 (ie less than 10km/h, 10-20 
km/h and 20-25 km/h). Honey's spatial models 
essentially represent parametric surfaces of change in 
air pressure, indicating indicative fallout points of ash, 
ember and fire-brand debris. 
While the profiles in the previous sections of the paper 
present a range of results which further discourse 
regarding the design of building structures with respect 
to ember attack, they are nonetheless 2 dimensional and 
do not take account of the complex spatial parameters of 
a complete building. This final section introduces 
research in progress regarding the relationship between 
building form and the transportation characteristics of an 
ember laden air-filed within a 3D or spatial context. 
Honey 2003 carried out a 3-dimensional Wind Tunnel 
analysis of the solid 1:40 scale model of the mono-pitch 
building type. Results are currently being tabulated and 
formulae applied to simUlate areas of pressure drop and 
possible debris deposition. The model was tested 
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Figure 7: depicts the 20-25km/h boundary layer at 1.8m for the on-ground mono-pitch building type (MG 2). In 
this example, the site is not level, as was the case with the 20 pro files, but resembles cut and fill on a 1:5 
inclined ground plane. The model indicates turbulent conditions at the leading corners of the building, and 
accelerated wind speeds along the side walls of th e structure. The pronounced points ofturbu lence at the 
corners would appear to interfere with the transportation characteristics of embers approaching to the left and 
right of the centre axis of the wind field and hence appear to promote the fallout and collection of fi re-brand 
debris within a low pressure zone near the base of the side walls. 
CONCLUSION 
Dawkins (1993) identified wall-to-ground intersections as 
being a major area of concern regarding ember capture 
and suggests that the hazard associated with this 
condition may be minimised through slab-on-ground 
construction, or the treatment of the base of the wall with 
a suitable fire retardant material. If, on the other hand, 
the building contains an exposed under floor space, 
Dawkins also suggests that the underside of the floor, 
and accompanying structure, be treated with suitable fire 
retardant material, and/or that the subfloor space be 
covered in to prevent the collection of firebrand material 
beneath the house. While many of the recommendations 
presented by Dawkins (1993) are based on case study 
research (Wilson, 1984, Wilson and Ferguson, 1984 et 
al), the recommendations would appear to be conditional 
upon the nature of specific siting conditions. 
The observations in this paper would appear to support 
Dawkins's 1993 findings regarding wall-to-ground 
intersections. However rather than concurring with his 
suggestion to close-in exposed sub-floor spaces - which, 
paradoxically promotes the wall-to-ground intersection 
condition raising the structure to create an 
uninterrupted underfloor space of 0.6+m, would appear 
to minimise the build up of ember debris at the critical 
wall-to-ground windward and leeward intersections. 
Furthermore presenting the slope of the roof windward 
appears to improve the overall aerodynamics of the 
structure and hence minimises the impact on the 
transportation characteristics of the advancing wind-field. 
It is important to note that these results do not take into 
consideration: the combustibility of building materials; 
patterns of human behaviour; the effect on the 
transportation characteristics of the wind field at 
velocities below 30km/h; building widths greater than 5m; 
building heights greater than 4.6m; inclined ground 




Richardson "Buffalo" 445cp 
1.2m Sq x 2.0m long 
1.1kW Motor 415V 2.4A 
1410rpm fan speed 700rpm 
Formula used for calculating Full scale velocity in the 
wind tunnel: VI= Vm m 1/2 
VI = full scale velocity 
Vm = model velocity 
m = model ratio 
NB When relating the four scenarios with the wind speeds 
recorded in the wind tunnel there appears to be a close 
correlation with the dye traces documented on the mapping 
table. This implies that while the two methods of testing reflect 
different types of flow (when the calculation of Renold's number 
is taken into consideration), with fluid mapping depicting laminar 
flow and the wind tunnel indicating either transitional or turbulent 
flow, the mapping table is nonetheless indicative of the 
conditions identified in the tunnel 
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